INTERIM COMMISSION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION

Note from the Executive Secretary

Delegations are informed that the following action will be taken with regard to documents of the Interim Commission, except in cases where the Secretariat has received a reply to ICITO/INF.1 from any delegation containing specific instructions concerning distribution:

1. While the Interim Commission remains in New York, documents will be sent to the Permanent Delegation to the United Nations in New York, or, where there is no such delegation, to the diplomatic representative in Washington, for forwarding to the appropriate authorities in the Government.

2. When the Interim Commission is established in Geneva, documents will be sent to the Foreign Ministry directly.

Any instructions which the Secretariat has received or receives in the future from delegations for a different distribution will of course be followed.

Note: The attention of delegations is drawn to the fact that no complete sets of documents of the Interim Commission, of the Executive Committee, of the Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or of the Havana Conference will be available, although isolated documents will of course be obtainable upon the request of a delegation.